
CREATIVE WRITING TOPICS FOR COLLEGE LEVEL

A list of new creative writing topics for college students is given here by the Students Assignment Help professionals. All
the topics are suggested for free of cost.

Middle Colonies OR vs. Under the Influence: What is something has impacted you positively in your life?
What might the mirror say? Font-tastic: Choose a unique font and type out a poem, story or journal entry using
that font. Imagine your story! There are no requirements to follow, no specific issues to solve, and no pressure
to produce a finished version. Playground: Whether it is the swings or the sandbox or the sliding boards, write
about your memories of being on a playground. Write an essay. Why are left-handed guitar players more
gifted? Your Muse: Write about your muse â€” what do they look like? Fight: Write about witnessing two
people get in an argument with each other. Maybe it was a dip into a pool on a hot summer day, a drink of
lemonade, or other situation that helped you relax and start again. You can randomly choose those numbers
and come up with an interesting combination. In the first instance, you can be asked to finish a story. Scary
Monsters: Write about a scary or not-so-scary monster in your closet or under the bed. Does someone step
forward and whisper a polite word, or do the other kids make fun? What are causes of technological
advancements in Japan? And then I started making up my own prompts. Can Computers Really Become
Intelligent? Clutter: Is there a cluttered spot in your home? Should Texting and Driving Be Illegal? Have a
look at these topics for high school essays to derive ideas of your own: Is Homeschooling an Effective
Approach to Educate Children? Hiding Spaces: Write about places you like to hide things at. Macro: Write a
description of an object close-up. There are no rules. Missing You: Write about someone you miss dearly.
Frame It: Write a poem or some phrases that would make for good wall art in your home. Love This List? Ode
to Strangers: Go people watching and write an ode to a stranger you see on the street. Meet you at the corner!
Forgiveness: Write about a time when someone forgave you or you forgave someone. Instrumental
Inspiration: Listen to some instrumental music and write a poem that matches the mood, beat, and style of the
music. Mailbox: Open your mailbox and write something inspired by one of the pieces of mail you received.
Refreshed: Write a poem about a time you really felt refreshed and renewed. Use those words to craft a poem.


